Shuttle Services Provider at Lax Airport to Disneyland!
It’s been almost twenty years that the people have been provided different facilities
and services for their ease and comfort. The airport shuttle from long beach to
Disneyland is a wonderful shuttle service that offer efficient services and delivers
cost effective facilities to the people. The staff is guided well for making people
satisfied by their services.

Answers to frequently asked questions:
The shuttle service to long beach cruise terminal lets you skip a taxi line in the
airport. The timings for star bus to operate are from 5am to 7pm. The first bus
departs at 6 in the morning and the last at 6 in the evening. Other than these
hours, the people coming cannot be entertained. The center for reservation remains
open from 6 in the morning to 7 in the evening.

Other information related to buses:
At the airport for lax to cruise terminal, the driver drops the passengers near the
place from where the flight is to be left. Some of the passengers are dropped at
different positions due to some restrictions. The driver picks the people who want to
go, from the entrance. In case of any problem, the emergency number is to be
dialed and the relevant people are to be informed about the problem. There is a
single bus that takes you from one place to the other and there is no need of
changing buses for different routes. Sometimes, in case of any emergency, shuttle
can be booked without advanced booking. But there is no guarantee for the
availability of the shuttle.
The passengers who arrive the airport are required to contact at a certain number
so that the shuttles can be arranged. If a person does not have any mobile phone
at that time, he/she is required to meet the faculty members in the office and let
them know about the arrival. In this situation, the person can go to the booking
counter and there he can make use of the handsets. They are kept for public use. A
specific number is given that is to be dialed for talking to an operation staff
member for promptly organizing a transference source for the person.
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The shuttle departs from the airport after about 50 to 60 minutes when a
person reaches at the airport.
It is important that the passengers who want to travel should remain ready
to go along with their luggage and stuff.
They are required to take care of their valuables.
It is better that they reach at the point from where they have to travel
through the shuttle ten minutes before the actual time. It is a good practice.

Web Link: www.bonvoyagesedans.com

